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“You can do that?” Qin Si looked stunned. He looked up the stage and saw the girl’s sloppy figure 
standing there casually. 
 
Her casual aura was like that of a big boss to them, unfathomable. In the eyes of her opponents, her 
casualness might become provocation and arrogance! 
 
Qin Si instantly understood why Qi Lanyin was in a mess on the stage. Playing with someone like Sister 
Qiao was like getting beaten up. 
 
… 
 
On the stage. 
 
Qi Lanyin gave up. The judge looked at Qiao Nian expectantly. He suppressed his excitement and asked 
softly, “Qi Lanyin forfeited. Qiao Nian, do you want to answer?” 
 
There were still dozens of people on stage. He didn’t look at any of them, including Jiang Xianrou. He 
went past everyone and asked Qiao Nian. 
 
Only then did Qiao Nian move. She looked up and revealed her overly exquisite face. She raised her 
eyebrows and seemed to be a second too late. When she returned to her senses, she met the judge’s 
expectant eyes and said in a slightly hoarse voice, “Oh, I don’t know how to do this question.” 
 
“…” Qi Lanyin’s expression suddenly changed. She clenched her fists and stared at the girl behind her. 
 
She didn’t know how to answer? 
 
She clearly wanted to answer first. 
 
Qiao Nian didn’t even look at her. She was quite calm, and her bandit aura was restrained. She was not 
as ostentatious as Qi Lanyin, but she was still arrogant. Her eyes were extremely dark and she was 
extremely careless. “I’m sorry. I’m just a freshman. I haven’t touched medical experiments and don’t 
know anything about laboratories.” 
 
She had a frank expression that said, “I really don’t know how to answer.” The judges fell silent. Used to 
her dark horse-like heaven-defying performance, they were momentarily stunned. 
 
However, since Qiao Nian herself said that she didn’t know how to do it, he couldn’t say anything. 
“Okay, okay. It’s okay if you don’t know how to answer. I was just asking.” 
 
He turned around and said to Liang Lu and the others, “Since you don’t know the last question, can we 
divide the points?” 
 
Divide the points? 
 



What was there to divide? All the scores and rankings were written on the big screen. Qiao Nian was 
first, and the rest, including Qi Lanyin, were suppressed by her. 
 
… 
 
The scores for the first and second rounds were released. The third round was just a formality. 
 
There was no doubt about Qiao Nian’s performance. 
 
Almost all the judges gave her full marks. 
 
10 points. 
 
10 points. 
 
Still 10 points. 
 
Liang Lu saw that the scores on the right and behind her had been revealed. She wanted to give a low 
score, but she couldn’t win against her and slowly raised her scoreboard. 
 
9 points. 
 
Even if she gave nine marks, there were still people looking at her. She forced the corners of her mouth 
to twitch and explained, “I wanted to give her some room to improve with the last score.” 
 
This explanation was quite forced, but the last round was based on the average scores of the judges. It 
didn’t matter if she gave one less point. Anyway, it was impossible for the first place to change. Even if 
her explanation was dry and her reason was too far-fetched, no one wanted to bother with her. 
 
The results on the tall LED screen in the stadium were refreshed for the last time. 
 
1st place: Qiao Nian, Qing University’s Chinese Medicine Faculty, 97 points. 
 
2nd place: Qi Lanyin, international participant, 59 points. 
 
3rd place: Jiang Xianrou… 
 
Starting from third place, there was basically no need to look at the rest. All of them failed. 
 
The results of the first place looked down on everyone. The results of this year’s medical competition 
had already been released, and it belonged to the Chinese Medicine Faculty. 
 
There was a celebration party at noon after the competition ended. Qiao Nian did not participate and 
left after informing Shen Yugui. 
 
Outside the venue, Gu San and the others were waiting for her to come out. 


